New SMA Short Fibers for Cement Composites Manufactured by Cold Drawing
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Abstract

This study suggests new shape memory alloy reinforcing fibers manufactured by cold drawing method. This study prepares NiTi shape memory alloy (SMA) wires with diameter of 1.0 mm. Then, the wires are elongated by cold drawing and, thus, the diameters are reduced to 0.93 or 0.965 mm, respectively. This procedure introduces prestrain into the wires. When elongated SMA wires are heated, the shape memory effect is activated; this process recovers the deformed length as well as the reduced diameter due to Poisson’s effect. Cold drawn wires with diameters of 0.93 and 0.965 mm recover diameters of 0.018 and 0.024 mm, respectively, with heating. The bulging of the SMA fiber in the radial direction inside cement composites induces confining pressure around the fiber and increases bond strength. When an SMA fiber is heated at the both ends, the heated parts bulge and the fiber shape looks like a dog-bone. Such a dog-bone shaped fiber can provide a geometrical anchoring action that also increases the bond resistance of the fiber. This study conducts pullout tests of SMA fibers to understand their pullout behavior and assess bond stress. The heated fibers and dog-bone shaped fibers increase pullout force compared to those of as-received and cold-drawn fibers. When dog-bone shaped fibers are heated, they show twice the pullout force of dog-bone shaped fibers without heating because geometric anchoring action as well as additional frictional resistance due to confining pressure are activated.
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1. Introduction

Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are smart materials that have received high attention in aerospace, mechanical, and medical engineering fields. Particularly, in the last two decades, applications of SMAs in civil engineering have increased year by year; these applications include seismic isolation (Dolce et al., 2000; Sharabash & Andrawes, 2010; Ozbulut & Hurlebaus, 2010; Choi et al., 2005) or retrofit devices (DesRoches & Delemont, 2002), energy dissipation devices (Yang et al., 2010), devices for the prestressing of concrete (Sawaguchi et al., 2006; Maji & Negret, 1998), and smart cement composites (Krstulovic-Opara & Naaman, 2000; Shahjil et al., 2013). SMAs show unique properties of shape memory effect (SME) and superelasticity (SE) (Janke et al., 2005); both are useful characteristics for buildings and civil structures. Martensitic SMAs that exhibit the shape memory effect are used for energy dissipation or for the prestressing of concrete. Superelasticity contributes to provide a self-centering capacity (Choi et al., 2010a) or self-healing of concrete (Song et al., 2006). For these purposes, several types of SMAs such as bars, cables, or wires have been used. In particular, SMA wires have been widely used for various targets in civil engineering: such as confining or prestressing of concrete, seismic isolation devices, or reinforcing fibers of cement composites.

For reinforced concrete beams, SMA bars or strands were used to produce a prestressing force or to conduct crack-curing using the SME. Researchers usually used electronic resistance to heat SMAs in order to induce the SME and, thus, SMA bars or strands should be extended outside the concrete in order to allow the connection of electronic power cables (Li et al., 2008); however, this is not practical. To overcome this problem, Choi et al. (2011) suggested the use of the hydration heat of concrete to activate the SME of SMAs embedded in concrete.

SMA fibers in cement composites increase the weak tensile strength of conventional concrete or mortar and thus control cracking these materials. Employment of SMA fibers in cement composites provides several advantages.
SMA fibers are appropriate for thin-walled structures and members with various geometries such as plates, shells, and arcs, where long SMA bars or wires are not applicable. After Maji and Negret (Maji & Negret, 1998) who firstly used strands of wires to introduce prestress into a concrete plate, it appears that Krstulovic-Opara and his colleagues (Krstulovic-Opara & Naaman, 2000) first introduced a concept to induce self-stressing using SMA fibers into cement composites. They used long NiTi SMA fibers, showing the self-stressing capacity of cement composites through experimental tests. Moser et al. (2005) introduced loop and star shaped SMA fibers to provide a geometrical anchorage; they also used the shape memory effect of prestrained SMA wires to provide prestressing stress that prohibited tensile cracking in mortar. However, loop or star shaped SMA fibers are difficult to use for mass production and may induce a mixing problem that prevents uniform distribution of fibers in cement composites and that is observed in steel reinforcing fibers with end hooks; this problem is called “fiber balls”. Shajil et al. (2013) used pseudoelastic NiTi SMA fibers, in austenitic phase, to provide self-centering capacity to a cement mortar member subjected to cyclic loading. They used end-hooked fibers and indicated that the major bond arose from the end anchorage at the hooked ends. If an SMA is in pseudoelastic phase, it is very difficult to bend it into an end-hooked shape because the SMA recovers the deformation. Thus, in this case, the end-hooked shape is made under martensitic phase and, then, an annealing process is needed to transfer it to the austenitic phase. This process may increase the cost of production, and researchers may have the problem of fiber balls, as well.

To avoid the problem of fiber balls, straight-shaped SMA fibers are required. However, when using such fibers, the bond resistance of the fibers will be relatively low because only chemical and low frictional bonds work between straight SMA fibers and cement composites; chemical bonding is very low for practical uses of fibers. Therefore, a major aim of this study is to provide SMA fibers with straight shapes, in order to avoid the fiber ball problem; this study also suggests a method of increasing the bond resistance of straight SMA fibers. For these purposes, this study performs pullout tests of single SMA fibers in cement composite.

2. SMA Fibers without End-Hooks

It is well known that a prestrained SMA wire in martensitic phase recovers its elongated length due to the SME.

The SME phenomenon is well explained in Figure 1(a) using a stress-strain-temperature diagram in three dimensions (Choi et al., 2008). An SMA is deformed under martensitic phase (I), and then unloaded (II) followed by heating them above the temperature $A_f$ (III), which is a temperature to complete austenite transformation. Then, the alloy recovers it original shape. Pre-elongated martensitic SMAs with deformation-restraint induce recovery stress by heating up above transformation temperature but lose some level of stress by cooling (see Figure 1(b)); the remaining stress can be used for post-tensioning or prestressing forces. The recover and residual stress highly depends on the alloy composition, manufacturing process, and strain of pre-elongation (Shin & Andrawes, 2010; Choi et al, 2010b; Saleeb et al, 2015a; Saleeb et al., 2015b).

An elongated SMA wire shows a reduction of diameter or thickness due to the Poisson effect. During the SME procedure, the reduced diameter or thickness of a wire is also recovered because of the Poisson effect. When a prestrained SMA fiber is embedded in cement composite, the bulge of the SMA fiber in the radial direction induces confining pressure around the fiber since the bulge is restrained by the cement composite; . This confinement
contributes to increase the bond resistance of the SMA fiber due to increased. Figure 2(a) demonstrates a new concept for straight SMA fibers. Another type of straight SMA fibers has a dog-bone shape in Figure 2(b). If only the end parts of a prestrained SMA fiber are heated to induce the SME, then the end parts bulge and the shape of the fiber looks like a dog-bone. A dog-bone shaped SMA fiber can provide anchoring resistance in cement composite. If a dog-bone shaped SMA fiber in cement composite is heated, then the fiber has anchoring resistance as well as additional confining pressure and, thus, obtains bond resistance higher than can be obtained using a single application of heating on an SMA fiber or dog-bone shaped SMA fiber.

![Diagram](image1)

Figure 2. Conceptual drawing of new straight SMA fibers

3. Thickness Recovery of Cold-Drawn SMA Fibers

This study used three types of SMA fibers to measure thickness recovery of elongated SMA fibers; two types of fibers were elongated by cold-drawing method, and so was the last one by a direct tensioning method. First, this study prepared SMA wires of Ni\textsubscript{50.47}-Ti\textsubscript{49.53} (at. %) with a 1.0 mm diameter. The transformation temperatures of the as-received SMA material measured by DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry) were as follows: \( M_s = 31.3^\circ\text{C}, M_f = 5.4^\circ\text{C}, A_s = 48.2^\circ\text{C}, \) and \( A_f = 60.5^\circ\text{C} \) (see Figure 3(a)). To induce the SME on the wires, prestrain had to be introduced. This study tried two methods of cold-drawing, which was conducted using a die, and direct tension using a tensile device. Through cold-drawing, the diameters of the SMA wires were reduced to 0.93 or 0.965 mm. The degree of cold-work is defined as the percent reduction in the wire cross-sectional area; the degrees for the two drawn wires are 13.5% and 6.88%, respectively. The drawing stress increases with increasing of the degree of cold-work and, thus, three or two iterations of die-drawings were used for the 0.93 and 0.965 mm diameter samples, respectively. Dies with diameters of 0.97, 0.95, and 0.92 mm were subsequently used to fabricate 0.93 mm wires; the first two dies were applied for the 0.965 mm wires. The cold-drawn SMA material of 0.93 mm diameter did not show any detectable transformation peaks in the temperature range considered (see Figure 3(b)). However, a subtle R-phase transformation was observed at the temperature close to the clear R-phase peak in the as-received material. Tensile behaviors of the two cold-drawn wires were compared with that of the as-received 1.0 mm wire shown in Figure 4. The as-received wire showed a typical tensile behavior of martensitic SMAs such as low stress plateau and elastic and then plastic deformation. The martensitic plateau finished at approximately 6% strain. The cold-drawn SMA wire showed only deformation of plastic flow, and the stress-induced transformation disappeared; this was observed in previous study (Gall et al., 2008). This behavior was caused by the material of a complicated dislocated mixture and residual martensite produced during the cold drawing work. Secant Young's moduli at 0.3% strain were estimated as 390 and 440 MPa for the 0.93 and 0.965 mm wires, respectively; these values were much larger than the corresponding modulus of 172 MPa for the as-received SMA.
SMA fibers of 50 mm length were cut from the cold-drawn, then the cold-drawn SMA fibers were heated to induce the SME, and recovered diameter was measured. Four fibers were tested for each type of fiber and measurement of the diameter was conducted at five locations. Figure 5 shows the diameter recovery of the cold-drawn fibers due to the SME. The average diameter recoveries were 0.018 and 0.024 mm for the 0.93 and 0.965 mm wires, respectively. These diameter recoveries represented area recovery ratios of 3.38% and 4.69%, respectively. For a direct tension, the 1.0 mm SMA wire was elongated to 7.0% strain to introduce prestrain. In this case, the wire recovered 0.477% strain, and 6.523% strain remained. The average reduction of diameter was 0.027 mm accompanying with the area reduction ratio of 5.33%. Thus, the final diameter was 0.973 mm. By heating, the deformed diameter of 0.027 mm was perfectly recovered; this means that the reduced all area of 5.33% was recovered. Table 1 shows summary of diameter recovery tests of the cold-drawn and direct tensioned SMA wires. The cold-drawn SMA fibers recovered only partial amount of reduced diameter; the 0.93 and 0.965 mm cold-drawn fiber recovered 25.7% and 68.6% of deformed diameter, respectively. Thus, the two cold-drawn SMA fibers remained unrecovered area of 10.12% and 2.19%, respectively, although the direct tensioned SMA fiber recovered all reduced diameter and deformed area. The unrecovered diameter of the cold-drawn SMA fibers is caused from the plastic deformation during the cold drawing, which is not recovered by heating. The results also indicate that more amount of cold drawing of SMA fibers does not guarantee more diameter recovery of the fibers.

Figure 6 shows the recovery stress of the three prestrained SMA wires due to temperature variation during the heating process. In the figure, the ‘CD’ and ‘DT’ represented cold-drawing and direct tension, respectively. The developed maximum stresses of the cold-drawn wires were 224 and 358 MPa for 0.93 and 0.965 mm wires, respectively; these values were smaller than the corresponding value of 512 MPa for the direct tensioned wire. When the finishing temperature approached approximately 20°C, the three recovery stresses became almost zero.
In general, the recovery stress of NiTi SMAs decreases with decreasing temperature, and it becomes zero below the Ms temperature (Choi et al., 2010c). It appears that larger recovery stress of the direct tensioned fiber is related to more diameter recovery. As mentioned above, the cold-drawn fibers did not produce relatively large recovery stress because of the plastic deformation. The recovery stress of the SMA fiber is important since it contributes to close cracks in concrete structures. More bulging in diameter of the SMA fibers can produce more confining pressure in cement composites, which can further increase bond resistance. Thus, the direct tensioned SMA fiber may be more effective than the cold-drawn fibers. However, the cold-drawn SMA fibers showed SME and bulging in diameter. Thus, the cold drawing method is valid to introduce prestrain into SMA fibers. Observing the experimental results, it can be seen that more area reduction due to cold drawing did not lead to more area recovery. Thus, in the future, this process should be studied to find an optimum area reduction ratio for cold drawing.

![Figure 5. Diameter-recovery of the cold-drawn SMA wires](image)

![Figure 6. Recovery stress of prestrained SMA wires due to temperature variation](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber type</th>
<th>Cold-drawn 0.93 mm</th>
<th>Cold-drawn 0.965 mm</th>
<th>Direct tension 7% strain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial diameter (mm)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final diameter (mm)</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.965</td>
<td>0.973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduced diameter (mm)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area reduction ratio (%)</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>6.88</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovered diameter (mm)</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery ratio of diameter (%)</td>
<td>25.7</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diameter after heating (mm)</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Area recovery ratio (%)</td>
<td>3.38</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Pull-Out Tests

This study used a series of direct pullout tests to assess the bond behavior of SMA fibers manufactured by cold-drawing. In the tests, the 0.93 mm cold-drawn SMA fibers were used, and their results were compared with that of the 1.0 mm as-received SMA fiber. There were three types of specimens with straight fibers and two types of specimens with dog-bone shaped fibers. Thus, total five types of specimens are illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. Test program of pull-out tests of SMA fibers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Diameter (mm)</th>
<th>Bulging length at both ends</th>
<th>Embedded length (mm)</th>
<th>Heating after embedment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF-1.0</td>
<td>Prismatic</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Non</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93</td>
<td>Prismatic</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Non</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93H</td>
<td>Prismatic</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93D</td>
<td>Dog-bone</td>
<td>0.93/0.945</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Non</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93DH</td>
<td>Dog-bone</td>
<td>0.93/0.945</td>
<td>5 mm</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Specimens and Test Set-Up

The length of the fibers was 30 mm, and 15 mm of the total length was embedded in mortar. There were two shapes of SMA fibers, as prismatic and dog-bone shape. The dog-bone shaped SMA fibers were heated at both ends in air, and the bulged length of the dog-bone shaped SMA fibers was 5 mm. After heating, the heated fibers were quenched into water to decrease the temperature, and then the bulged diameter was measured. Thus, the bulging effect due to high temperature disappeared, and the average bulged diameter was 0.945 mm; the heated portion bulged and, thus, its shape looked like a dog-bone. For the prismatic fibers, there were three types of fibers: 1) SF-1.0 of as-received SMA fiber with 1.0 mm diameter, 2) SF-0.93 of cold-drawn SMA fiber with 0.93 mm diameter, and 3) SF-0.93H of cold-drawn SMA fiber with 0.93 mm diameter; this specimens were heated inside an oven after embedding the fiber. For the dog-bone shaped fibers, there were two types of SF-0.93D and SF-0.93DH specimens. The dog-bone shaped fibers of the SF-0.93DH specimens were heated after embedding. The SF-0.93H and SF-0.93DH specimens were placed in an oven at 110°C temperature for 24 hours, and, then, they were cooled to room temperature. It appears that this heating process induced state transformation of the embedded SMA fibers in mortar since the heating for 24 hours was sufficient to increase the temperature of the embedded fibers up to 110°C. When the SMA fibers of the SF-0.93H and SF-0.93DH specimens were heated, the heating process was expected to generate lateral confining pressure around the fibers due to the bulging.

This study used mortar to embed the SMA fibers, and its compressive strength was 28 MPa. Figure 7 provides an illustration of a mold that was used to manufacture 10 specimens at once; the figure also shows a complete specimen. A length of 15 mm was extruded for the pullout test. Figure 8 shows the setup for direct pullout test of a single fiber. Each specimen was gripped with a half-circular holder; the fiber was pulled out using an actuator. Displacement control of 1.0 mm/min. was used for the tests, and pullout force and displacement were measured by a load cell and a displacement transducer installed in the device. Five specimens were tested for each case.

![Figure 7. Mold and specimen: (a) device to hold fibers; (b) Mold to cure mortar; (c) picture of a specimen](image-url)
4.2 Experimental Results and Discussions

The relationship of pullout force and slip for the SMA fibers is shown in Figure 9, in which average curves also are provided. Figure 10 compares the average pullout forces of the fibers. The pullout stress in the graphs was the stress in a fiber developed by the pullout force, which was calculated by dividing the pullout force by the cross-sectional area of the fiber. From the measured pullout force and slip of the fiber, bond stress of a fiber \( \tau_b \) can be calculated using the following equation (Choi et al., 2010d):

\[
\tau_b(x) = \frac{P(x)}{\pi d_f L_e(x)}
\]

where, \( P(x) \) and \( L_e(x) \) are the pullout force and the embedded length of fiber according to the slip, and \( d_f \) is the diameter of the fiber. Bond stress around a fiber provides information of shear stress in mortar contacting the fiber; thus, estimation of bond stress is meaningful. The equation (1) is valid only for the prismatic fibers. For the dog-bone shaped fibers, the diameter difference was 1.9% between the bulged and non-bulged cross-sections. Thus, in this study, it is assumed that bond stress around the dog-bone shaped fiber is distributed evenly along the length. Figure 11 shows the bond stresses of the fibers calculated using the average pullout forces. The bond stress consists of three contributions, including: (1) chemical adhesion, (2) frictional resistance, and (3) anchoring action. Thus, bond stress can be expressed as shown below:

\[
\tau_b = \tau_{adh} + (2\mu / \pi)\sigma_n + \tau_{anch}
\]

where, \( \mu \) and \( \sigma_n \) are the frictional coefficient and the normal confining pressure. The dog-bone shaped fibers provided anchoring action at the end part, which is not distributed uniformly along the length of a fiber. However, for comparing between the prismatic and dog-bone shaped fibers, it is assumed in this study that bond stresses of all fibers are distributed uniformly along the length. Bond stresses developed at the maximum pullout force \( P_{max} \) are illustrated with the corresponding slips in Table 3; the bond stress was called peak bond stress after this. The bond stress of the fibers increased until the first slip; in this region, the chemical bond and friction were working together. After the bond-slip, for the prismatic fibers, the chemical bond disappeared, and only the friction remained; in this state, the bond stress remained flat since the friction was stable. However, for the dog-bone shaped fibers, the bond stress after the first slip increased continuously till almost the end of the fibers because of anchoring action due to the bulged portion of the fibers. When the embedded length was almost ended, the bond stress for all fibers increased high and was dropped abruptly.
Table 3. Pullout force, bond stress, and the corresponding slips of SMA fibers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specimen</th>
<th>Slip (mm)</th>
<th>Bond stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Pullout force (N)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SF-1.0</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>30.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93H</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>1.075</td>
<td>50.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93D</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>49.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93DH 1st slip</td>
<td>0.139</td>
<td>1.509</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF-0.93DH 2nd slip</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>3.501</td>
<td>118.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9. Five test results and their average of pull-out tests of the SMA fibers

4.2.1 SF-1.0 Versus SF-0.93 Fibers
The comparison of the above two fibers illustrates the influence of the cold drawing on the SMA fibers. SF-1.0 and SF-0.93 fibers have a prismatic cross-section and, thus, they do not have any end anchoring resistance. Only the chemical adhesion and frictional resistance in Equation (2) contribute to increase the pullout force or bond stress. The average peak bond stress of the SF-0.93 fibers was estimated at 0.65 MPa, which was 1.2 times larger than 0.544 MPa of the SF-1.0 fibers. The chemical adhesion and frictional resistance work together until bond-slip;
however, after bond-slip, only frictional resistance remains, and bond stress becomes constant in the region. In Figure 11(a), the two fibers in the frictional resistance region can be seen to have almost the same bond stress; this indicates that the frictional forces of the two fibers were equal. The frictional force highly depends on the surface condition of the fibers. Therefore, it is concluded that the cold-drawing process did not significantly change the surface condition of the fibers. The difference of peak bond stress between the two fibers therefore must be caused from chemical adhesion. The fibers under tension showed lateral reduction in diameter due to Poisson’s effect. This necking phenomenon may contribute to disconnect the chemical adhesion of the fiber. In Figure 4, the initial Young’s moduli of the as-received and cold-drawn wires were 172 and 390 MPa, respectively. Thus, the lateral strain of the SF-1.0 fiber is 2.27 times larger than that of the SF-0.93 fiber at the identical pullout stress. In addition, the area-reduction of the SF-1.0 fiber is 5.14 times larger than that of the SF-0.93 fiber. This larger area reduction appears to contribute by leading to earlier bond-slip in the SF-1.0 fiber.

![Figure 10. Comparison of the results of the pull-out tests](image)

![Figure 11. Bond stresses of the SMA fibers](image)

4.2.2 SF-0.93 Versus SF-0.93H Fibers
This comparison explains how the shape memory effect works on increasing bond resistance of the SMA fibers. The SF-0.93H fiber embedded in the mortar was heated to induce the shape memory effect, which produced the bulging of the fiber. However, the bulging of the fiber was constrained by the mortar. This increased confining pressure around the fiber and, thus, the second term of frictional resistance in Equation (2) also increased. After the bond-slip, the two fibers showed almost constant friction. The measured bond stresses at the slip of 0.8 mm are 0.433 and 1.058 MPa for the SF-0.93 and SF-0.93H fibers, respectively; so, the difference was 0.625 MPa, which was caused purely by increased confining effect. Thus, the increment of the bond stress $\Delta \tau_b$ can be used to assess the increased confining pressure $\Delta \sigma_n$ using the following equation $\Delta \tau_b = \left( \frac{2\mu}{\pi} \right) \Delta \sigma_n$. The frictional coefficient between the SMA fiber and mortar depends on the surface condition of the SMA fiber and strength of the mortar, and the measured value is not suggested yet. Rabbat and Russell (1985) suggested a
from the slip of 8 mm. After bond-slip, the SF-0.93D fiber showed a plateau of pullout force until approximately 5 mm; this means that anchoring action was the main resistance in the region. The anchoring action was stable regardless of the embedded length of the fiber. If frictional resistance is primarily in effect, the pullout force should be reduced with increasing pullout length. After this plateau, the pullout force decreased and, then, a second plateau of pullout force appeared. This means that the fiber provided another anchoring action in the second region. The two plateaus generated the hardening behavior of bond stress; this behavior was totally different from that of the SF-0.93H fiber as mentioned above. Therefore, consequently, it appears that the dominant anchoring action of the dog-bone parts will be compared with that of increased confining pressure in the SF-0.93H fibers. The peak bond stress of the SF-0.93D fiber was 1.09 MPa, which is almost identical to that of the SF-0.93H fiber. After bond-slip, the SF-0.93D fiber showed hardening behavior in bond stress while the SF-0.93H fiber released stable bond stress. In addition, the SF-0.93D fiber showed a second period of hardening behavior from the slip of 8 mm. After bond-slip, the SF-0.93D fiber showed a plateau of pullout force until approximately 5 mm; this means that anchoring action was the main resistance in the region. The anchoring action was stable regardless of the embedded length of the fiber. If frictional resistance is primarily in effect, the pullout force should be reduced with increasing pullout length. After this plateau, the pullout force decreased and, then, a second plateau of pullout force appeared. This means that the fiber provided another anchoring action in the second region. The two plateaus generated the hardening behavior of bond stress; this behavior was totally different from that of the SF-0.93H fiber, for which friction was the primary resistance and the bond stress decreased continuously after bond-slip.

4.2.3 SF-0.93H Versus SF-0.93D Fibers

The SF-0.93D fiber provided anchoring action due to geometric discontinuity at the end parts and increased the pullout force or bond resistance; thus, the third term in Equation (2) is activated. In this section, the effect on bond of the anchoring action of the dog-bone parts will be compared with that of increased confining pressure in the SF-0.93H fibers. The peak bond stress of the SF-0.93D fiber was 1.09 MPa, which is almost identical to that of the SF-0.93H fiber. After bond-slip, the SF-0.93D fiber showed hardening behavior in bond stress while the SF-0.93H fiber released stable bond stress. In addition, the SF-0.93D fiber showed a second period of hardening behavior from the slip of 8 mm. After bond-slip, the SF-0.93D fiber showed a plateau of pullout force until approximately 5 mm; this means that anchoring action was the main resistance in the region. The anchoring action was stable regardless of the embedded length of the fiber. If frictional resistance is primarily in effect, the pullout force should be reduced with increasing pullout length. After this plateau, the pullout force decreased and, then, a second plateau of pullout force appeared. This means that the fiber provided another anchoring action in the second region. The two plateaus generated the hardening behavior of bond stress; this behavior was totally different from that of the SF-0.93H fiber, for which friction was the primary resistance and the bond stress decreased continuously after bond-slip.

4.2.4 SF-0.93DH Fibers

The SF-0.93DH fiber provided additional frictional resistance due to the shape memory effect as well as geometric anchoring action at the end parts. Thus, in Equation (2), the second and third terms are activated. The pullout behavior of the SF-0.93DH fiber was totally different from that of the SF-0.93H or SF-0.93D fibers. The SF-0.93DH fiber showed a continuous increment of pullout force till the slip of 3.6 mm after the first bond-slip of 0.33 mm. The dog-bone shaped fiber of the SF-0.93D also showed hardening behavior after the bond-slip due to the anchoring action, and stable or small degradation of pullout force was observed before sudden dropping of the force. The hardening behavior with pulling out the fiber was totally due to the anchoring action since frictional resistance should decreased with pulling out the fiber. The increment of pullout force in the SF-0.93D fiber due to hardening was 2.6 N at the slip of 1.83 mm, which was 5.2% of the maximum pullout force. However, the SF-0.93DH fiber increased 48.3 N of pullout force till the slip of 3.6 mm, which was 41.0% of the maximum pullout force. This indicates that the heating process enhanced the anchoring action of the dog-bone parts of the fiber that provided relatively great increment of pullout force along with large slip. A soft degradation of pullout force was lasted till the slip of 10.0 mm before abrupt dropping of the pullout force. The pullout behavior of the SF-0.93DH was compared with the linear combination of the SF-0.93D and SF-0.93H fibers in Figure 10(b), which was noted as SF-0.93(D+H). This showed that the behavior of SF-0.93DH fiber was not a linear combination of the behavior of the two fibers. At the bond-slip, the SF-0.93DH fiber showed relatively small force compared with that of the SF-0.93(D+H) because total length of the fibers was relatively small. However, a strong anchoring action in the SF-0.93DH fiber overcame the first shortage after the bond-slip; it is considered that the anchoring action dominated the over whole behavior. In the SF-0.93D fiber, the anchoring action seems not to be dominant compared with the frictional resistance. Thus, the combination behavior of the two fibers decreased continuously after the bond-slip and was similar to a mixing two frictional resistances. The bond stress of the SF-0.93(D+H) in Figure 11(b) showed flat behavior after the bond-slip; this was a typical bond behavior due to frictional resistance. However, bond stress of the SF-0.93DH fiber increased continuously after the bond-slip; this was mainly caused by the anchoring resistance.

The reason of the anchoring domination in the SF-0.93DH fiber is not clear in this state and, thus a further study is required to understand this phenomenon. However, two conjectures are possible. The first one is that the increased confining pressure around the fiber due to the bulging of the fiber due to the shape memory effect may interface to the dog-bone parts to generate dominant anchoring action. The second possible conjecture is that the exposure of the mortar to high temperature may affect on the anchoring action of the fiber; however, this conjecture is weak. If the mortar effects on the anchoring action, it should also do on the friction. However, the friction was not dominant in the SF-0.93DH fiber as mentioned above. Therefore, consequently, it appears that the dominant anchoring action is induced by the interface between the dog-bone parts and the increased confining pressure around the prismatic part; however, its mechanism is not clear yet.
4.2.5 Discussion and Applications

The dog-bone SMA fiber (SF-0.93D) increased bond strength, and the shape memory effect of the SF-0.93H fiber also showed a greater pullout force than that of the plain cold-drawn fiber of the SF-0.93. The dog-bone shaped fibers can be manufactured easily and are adequate for mass production. However, activation of the shape memory effect of the SMA fibers embedded in concrete structures is not easy. The heating method used in this study is not applicable to real structures. Direct heating using a live flame is not effective, either, since a large part of the heating energy is absorbed by the concrete. Previous studies used electronic resistance to heat embedded SMA bars (H. Li et al., 2006; L. Li et al., 2007); in such cases, the SMA bars should be continuous. However, the SMA fibers are distributed in concrete discontinuously. Thus, applications of the SF-0.93H and SF-0.93DH fibers are restricted, and a further study is needed to find a way to heat SMA fibers embedded in concrete.

The SMA fibers can be used for crack closing and curing of concrete beams. When cracks develop due to vertical loading on a concrete beam, fire can heat the SMA fibers directly through the cracks. Then, the shape memory effect is activated and, thus, recovery stress develops in the fibers. This stress can close a crack. If adhesive such as epoxy is applied in the crack, the concrete may recover its tensile strength after crack closing.

As illustrated in Figure 6, the cold-drawn NiTi SMAs show stress relaxation with decreasing temperature after inducing recovery stress with high temperature (Choi et al., 2010b). For crack-repairing, the high recovery stress would work to close a crack, and, then, after the repairing, the stress would decrease. In the case, the decrement of the stress would not be a critical problem since the crack-surfaces are bonded by adhesive and tensile resistance would provide by the bond. However, if the SMA fibers were used for introducing prestressing stress in concrete beams, the stress relaxation would reduce prestressed stress that is working on concrete. Thus, in the case, the stress relaxation of the SMA fibers should be considered in designing concrete beams. Relatively low Young’s modulus and high price of NiTi SMA compared with steel are critical problems of the SMA applications for civil structures. Recently, Fe-based SMAs have been developed with high Young’s modulus and low price compared with NiTi SMA (Czaderski et al., 2014; Koster et al., 2015). In addition, Fe-based SMAs do not show stress relaxation due to decreasing temperature. Thus, a further study is needed to develop SMA fibers that are made of Fe-based SMA, and mass uses of SMA fibers for civil structures could be possible if Fe-based SMA fibers are developed.

Bond resistance of the SF-0.93H SMA fiber increased comparing with the unheated SMA fiber because of bulging of the fiber due to the shape memory effect. The bulged shape of the heated SMA fibers is not changed even with cooling temperature. Moreover, the bond resistance depends on the shape and friction of SMA fibers and, thus, recovery stress relaxation of SMA fibers do not effect on the bond resistance.

5. A Pilot Test of a Beam’s Crack-Closing Using SMA Fibers

The same NiTi SMA wires with a diameter of 1.0 mm in the above section were prepared for a crack-closing test of a beam. In this test, the SMA wires were elongated by cold-drawing, and their diameter was reduced to 0.965 mm. Then, they were cut with a length of 30 mm to embed in a mortar beam. A beam with a length of 160 mm and a width and height of 40 mm was made of mortar that has a compressive strength of 93 MPa. Five SMA fibers were placed at the center and 5 mm above the bottom of a beam. An artificial notch with 1 mm width and 10 mm depth was placed at the bottom center (see Figure 12). The first fiber was placed 6 mm from the side surface, and the distance between fibers was 28 mm.

![Figure 12. Dimension of a beam specimen and location of SMA fibers](image-url)
Three-point bending test was conducted to generate a crack passing through the embedded SMA fibers. After cracking in the beam, the SMA fibers were heated by fire flame. This process increased the temperature of the SMA fiber and induced shape memory effect of the SMA fibers. Recovery stress of the SMA fiber due to the shape memory effect worked to close the open crack, and the bond of the fiber provided anchoring resistance to prevent a slip of the fiber. Figure 13 shows an open crack, heating, and a closed crack in the beam. During the process, a crack-width was measured using a magnifying camera. The crack-width was reduced from 0.58 mm to 0.29 mm by closing action of the SMA fibers. More details and experimental results related to the tests will be published in another paper.

![Image](a) Open crack (width=0.60 mm) and heating SMA fibers (b) Closing action and closed crack (width=0.22 mm)

Figure 13. Crack-closing test

6. Conclusions

This study proposed new SMA fibers without hooked ends for mortar or concrete; fibers were manufactured using cold-drawn SMA wires. The cold drawing method is much more practical than direct tension to introduce prestrain into SMA wires and is an adequate method for mass production. However, the cold-drawn SMA wires did not recover all area reduction due to the shape memory effect; on the other hand, the direct tensioned SMA wires recovered all area reduction. The recovered diameters were 0.018 and 0.024 for the 0.93 and 0.965 mm cold-drawn SMA wires. This indicates that the greater area reduction by cold drawing did not produce greater diameter recovery. Thus, a study is needed to determine an optimized cold drawing process for SMA fibers.

This study illustrates that diameter bulging of prestrained SMA fibers in mortar due to heating generated additional confining pressure around the fibers and increased the pullout force by increasing frictional resistance. This study also assessed the developed confining pressure by adopting the frictional coefficient between the SMA fiber and the mortar. The dog-bone shaped SMA fibers provided additional anchoring action to increase pullout force. The dog-bone shaped SMA fibers showed hardening behavior in the pullout tests, which phenomenon is not found in the heated SMA fibers. When dog-bone shaped SMA fibers were heated inside mortar, they showed tremendously hardening in pullout force after the bond-slip. The maximum pullout force of the dog-bone shaped fibers with heating was twice more than that of the prismatic fibers with heating or the dog-bone shaped fibers without heating. The behavior of the dog-bone shaped fiber with heating is not a linear combination of the behaviors of the prismatic fibers with heating and the dog-bone shaped fibers. It is conjectured that there is an interaction between anchoring action of the end bulging parts and the increased confining pressure around the prismatic part due to the heating. Finally, this study introduced an example applying SMA fibers to close and cure cracks developed in concrete beams including an experimental result.
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